TRAIL
GROOMING
TAME THE TRAIL

TRAIL GROOMING

AT THE HEART OF IT
PART OF SNOW GROOMING HISTORY

A REPUTATION FOR INNOVATION

SUPPORT WHEN & WHERE YOU NEED IT

EXPERTS THAT ARE DRIVEN

FULLY STOCKED & FULLY PREPARED

PRINOTH has an enviable reputation as a pioneer

PRINOTH has full engineering & design teams

PRINOTH has also kept a keen eye on the

PRINOTH maintains an exceptional, highly

Our technicians are up to any challenge; it’s

Having the right parts is a given. But we

and is proud to count itself among the first to
open up snow-covered landscapes to both

deployed around the world – anywhere winter

environment – our clean-engine technology

responsive aftersales parts & service network

what they live for. Intimately familiar with

also work hard to provide customers with

goes, we follow; building, testing and refining

strictly adheres to Tier 4 final standards, a

strategically located across the globe. It’s

PRINOTH technology, they’re experts at analysis,

a superior service response time thanks

industry & recreation. We know that landscape,

our innovative technologies & production methods

proud part of our proprietary CLEAN MOTION

designed to provide everything PRINOTH trail

diagnosis, maintenance, and able to provide the

to a streamlined distribution & service

we understand the rigors and demands of

in response to a growing global market accepts

philosophy. Sustainability & responsibility

groomer owners & operators need to ensure the

authoritative consultation you’ve come to expect

structure that delivers spare parts when and

winter, and create products expressly tailored to

nothing less than perfection. Which explains

toward the environment makes good sense

smooth running of their machines, including

from us. Ongoing training & familiarization

where they’re needed. It all comes down to

challenge them head on. We know the market,

why every last detail of a PRINOTH trail groomer

because our bottom line depends on a thriving

always-up-to-date technical information &

program ensures their skills are always up to date,

availability and maintaining the shortest

we live it.

is seamlessly engineered for power, performance

natural ecosystem.

expert counselling.

keeping PRINOTH ahead of the curve.

possible downtime, every time.

& agility.

TRAIL GROOMING

THE PERFECT TOOL
MADE FOR THE JOB

MADE TO MOVE

MADE TO GO

PRINOTH trail groomers are designed to always

The agility to get in and around tight spaces

PRINOTH’s unique trail groomer design means

work at peak efficiency. Their lightness provides

and to work where there’s barely enough room

they ship trail-ready. They’re engineered to be

a superior weight distribution that exerts a lower

to breath are a hallmark of our trail groomers.

narrow and ride low for efficient trail operation.

ground pressure and allows enhanced floatability.

Engineered with a user-friendly control &

Add to that a spacious ergonomic two-person cab

That adds up to reliable all-weather performance,

interface, they’re able to execute tight turns

and you’re good to go. But you can always expect

a reduced need for specialized support equipment,

independent of rear implements, while a 12-

more from PRINOTH: accessories like brushguards,

and the ability to operate in swamps, muskeg and

way blade design easily handles snow and

auxiliary fuel tanks, optimized lighting, and extra

to ford shallow rivers and lakes.

facilitates operation in constricted areas.

room for cargo on the rear platform. And all of

PRINOTH TRAIL GROOMER ADVANTAGES AT GLANCE
PRINOTH Trail Groomers don’t shy away from even the toughest jobs. That’s because they were built to tame trails other types of vehicles could never
hope to. Our approach to innovative technology combines all of the advantages of optimum performance specifications and abilities in one machine.

that with little or no customization!

From climbing to manoeuvrability to floatability to blade control and operator comfort - it’s all there, and it’s all yours.

CLIMBING

» PRINOTH

TRAIL
GROOMER

WEIGHT VS
FLOATABILITY

FRONT & BLADE
VISIBILITY

REAR
VISIBILITY

ZERO DEGREE
TURN RADIUS

12-WAY BLADE
MOVEMENT

REAR DECK

COMFORTABLE
FOR 2

TRAIL GROOMING

HUSKY & BISON

HUSKY

BISON

» ENGINE MODEL

MTU OM 934 LA

Caterpillar C9.3

» POWER OUTPUT

170 kw (228 bhp)

298 kW (400 bhp)

» MAX TORQUE

900 Nm (664 lb/ft) @ 1,200 - 1,600 rpm

1,726 Nm (1,273 lb/ft) @ 1,400 rpm

» OVERALL VEHICLE LENGTH (BLADE OPEN)

4,065 mm (230 in)

6,062mm (239 in)

TWO FOR THE TOP

HUSKY

BISON

Mid-size with absolutely nothing middling

The 170 kW (228 bhp) HUSKY combines power &

Torque rules. The BISON proves it on every trail.

about them, the HUSKY and the BISON were

performance and the agility to work tight trails

A muscular 298 kW (400 bhp) engine lets it lean

designed with one thing in mind: owning

where movement can be restricted and vehicle

into any job with exceptional torque & pulling

» OVERALL HEIGHT

2,770 mm (109 in)

3,008 mm (118.4 in)

the snow. And interoperability is assured

width an impediment. Its smaller track surface

power with the ability to stretch across as much

» WORKING WIDTH

2,500/2,800/3,100 mm (98/110/122 in)

thanks to an ultra-comfortable common

along with narrower working tools such as tiller,

as 4,216 mm (166 in), it’s perfect for taking on

3,810 mm (150 in)
(with 58 inches tracks without blade)

cab design, while their intuitive ergonomic

drag and blade means it goes where few others

wider trails. Add to that an impressive cargo

» STEERING OPTIONS

Levers or wheel

Levers

controls redefine “user-friendly”.

can. We’ve also applied the same innovative

capacity and super-roomy cabin and there’s

Rexroth hydrostatic, infinitely variable

no question; this is the ideal groomer for any

» TRANSMISSION

Rexroth hydrostatic, infinitely variable

thinking to its steering system, making it available in wheel or lever configurations.

demanding trail grooming tasks.

» CARGO DECK PAYLOAD

500 kg (1,102 lb)

1,000 kg (2,204 lb)

» CARGO DECK AREA

1.75 m² (18.8 ft²)

1.25 m² (13.5 ft2)

TRAIL GROOMING

PASSENGER SEAT

+

Standard or premium passenger seating
available, essential for longer shifts.

STEERING CONTROLS
The HUSKY can be equipped with either
steering levers or a steering wheel.

PERFECT CONTROL
The steering wheel allows for a reduced
learning curve for less experienced
operators.

WORK ENVIRONMENT
OPERATOR CAB

ERGONOMICS

OPTIMAL VISIBILITY

A day grooming trails can be taxing so wor-

Enhancing operator comfort & control allows

Visibility is essential. Clearly it’s an important

king conditions need to be optimal. Comfort

you to cover more ground, more safely, in less

consideration, and one we’ve put well into

& quiet are absolute necessities, and so both

time. Endurance is key, so the HUSKY & BISON

practice. HUSKY & BISON operators can take

HUSKY & BISON were developed accordingly.

each offer plush suspension seating, perfect

advantage of a direct unobstructed panoramic

Noise-insulated, spacious, and with available

for longer shifts. Add a convenient roof ven-

view of rear implements and freshly groomed

air-conditioning, they each offer an environ-

tilation window and you’re set. Remarkably

trail. Heated windows & mirrors prevent fog-

ment tailor-made to reduce operator stress &

intuitive controls, unique steering options,

ging, so the result is a safer, more controlled

strain, heighten hazard awareness, and noti-

and complete audio & com system options

work experience.

ceably improve productivity.

round out a truly impressive cabin design.

The optimal visibility achieved through efficient cab design provides direct view on blade and rear implement.

TRAIL GROOMING

LIGHTING
High-power optional LED lights ensures
groomer visibility and ambient illumination
in all trail conditions.

+

LIGHTED DISPLAY & CONTROLS
Clear and crisp interior lighting,
instrument illumination, and an 8.4”
vehicle status information display ensure
safer, more efficient cab operation &
vehicle monitoring.

NIGHTTIME OPERATION
EXTERIOR LIGHTING

INTERIOR LIGHTING & DISPLAY

Neither HUSKY or BISON will let darkness

We’ve got the exterior covered, but we’ve also

slow them down – we appreciate the edge

placed a considerable amount of time & effort

working in off-peak hours brings, so each is

ensuring that our interior lighting was just as

a shining example of the proper implementa-

well designed. Lighted instrument panels and

tion of nighttime trail groomer lighting. 12

an integrated ceiling lamp are just the start.

high-power halogen lights in front and back

Operators enjoy a bright 8.4 in. main console

with a super-bright LED option, a dedicated

display that’s easy to read, easy to unders-

search light, and 2 beacon lights ensure you

tand, and presents all necessary information

can see, and are seen at all times.

at a glance.

HALOGEN

LED OPTION

FRONT-LIGHTING

FRONT-LIGHTING

2 adjustable
low-beam lights
4 directional spotlights
2 turning lights
1 search light
2 direction indicators

2 adjustable
low-beam ligths
6 directional spotlights
2 turning lights
1 search light
2 direction indicators

REAR-LIGHTING

REAR-LIGHTING

2 position lights
4 directional spotlights

2 position lights
6 directional spotlights
The lighting system ensures efficient lighting of the surroundings and of the rear implement.

TRAIL GROOMING

BRANCH & OVERHEAD
DEBRIS PROTECTION

EXTRA CARGO
Rear-deck area is ideal for storing extra
cargo & equipment, leaving more room
in the front cabin.

+

Optional protective brush guards help
keep cab and occupants safe from trail
hazards while preventing premature
vehicle wear.

HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS

12-way blade allows for maximum
flexibility in everything from light
powder to heavy wet snow.

Rear-mounting frame includes four
hydraulic connections for the easy
installation of any type of drag

+

OPTIMAL CONTROL

TRAIL READY

CLEAN MOTION: A PHILOSOPHY OF

SUPERIOR POWER & CONTROL

OPTIMIZED FOR SAFETY

EXTRA CARGO SPACE

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

HUSKY & BISON are no slouches when it comes

We’ve made the ride safer and more secure

Get the most out of every square inch with

Proven Tier 4 final engine technology sets the bar

to available trail-ready torque. A robust power

thanks to essentials like 360° lighting and

rear-deck space ideally suited for storage

higher than it’s ever been, allowing us to reduce

transmission delivers the power you need to

optional brushguards. Everything is designed

bins, extra-fuel, or any other trail-work gear

exhaust pollutants by up to 90%, minimize

push through the most challenging terrain,

to protect cab, vehicle, and occupants in

you need to bring along. It’s the smart way

exhaust smoke and nitrogen oxides, all while

while up front a versatile blade clears quickly

any number of conditions and circumstances

to ensure the cab is used for what it was in-

improving engine efficiency & durability, which

& efficiently with its nimble 12-way movement

where taking chances can spell disaster.

tended – the operator. The result is a vehicle

in turn lowers costs. Simply put, it delivers

capability, making control and snow manage-

That’s thinking ahead.

with more flexibility and versatility, built to

more performance with less impact on the

work and ready for anything.

environment. That’s a philosophy that clearly

ment easier than ever before.

supports both our success, and our planet.

HUSKY – TECHNICAL DATA

Shipping dimension
(length/width/height)
Vehicle weight
Vehicle weight with steel
tracks & blade
Ground clearance with
2.8 steel tracks

4,065 mm (160 in)
2,770 mm (109 in)
2,500/2,800/3,100 mm
(98/110/122 in)
5,110/2,445/2,655 mm
(201/96/104 in)
4,212 kg (9,266 lb)
From 5,412 kg (11,906 lb)
310 mm (12.20 in)

PERFORMANCE
Maximum speed
Turning radius
Cargo deck - Payload
Cargo deck - Area

24 km/h (14.9 mph)
0 degree turn
500 kg (1,102 lb)
1.738 m² (18.7 ft2)

LIGHTING

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

LIGHTING

Operating voltage
24 VDC
Starter
24 VDC
Generator
28 VDC/150 A
Battery
2 x 12 VDC/74 Ah
Starting capacity
680 A (EN)
24 Volts rear accessories connection

4 halogen working lights
2 high/low beam lights
2 Direction and positioning lights
2 turning lights
4 halogen working lights at the back
1 search light

Operating voltage
24 VDC
Starter
24 VDC
Generator
28 VDC/250 A
Battery
2x 12 VDC/140 Ah
Starting capacity
1,200 CCA
24 Volts rear accessories connection

4 halogen working lights at the front
2 high/low beam lights
2 direction and positioning lights
2 turning lights
4 halogen working lights at the back
2 LED-lights on the mirror rails on each side
1 search light

INCLUDED FUNCTIONS

CABIN

Hydraulic track tensioning
On-board diagnostics
Multiple operator profiles
Rear alarm
ECS (Electronic Climate System)
Engine heater

Operator seat (left drive, air suspension
& and height adjustment)
Passenger seat (for 1.5 person)
Storage box
Steering wheel (levers also available)
Sunroof
PRINOTH UNIVERSAL joystick
Monitor with 8.4 inch color display
Heated windows
Electrically adjustable heated mirrors
CD Player, MP3/WMA player, USB (MP3 and WMA)
Bluetooth
Mobile hands-free speakerphone
AUX -input at the front, DAB, DAB+,DMB, RDS
ROPS certified according to EN 15059
Hydraulically tiltable cabin

Overall length (blade open)
6,062 (239 in)
Overall height
3,008 mm (118.4 in)
Working width (with 58 inches
3,810 mm (150 in)
tracks without blade)
5,835/2,440/2,990 mm
Shipping dimension
(length/ width/ height)
(230/96/118 in)
Vehicle weight
6,383 kg (14,072 lb)
Vehicle weight with steel
From 8,686 kg (19,149 lb)
track & blade
Ground clearance with
305 mm (12 in)
1,473 mm (58 in) steel tracks

OTHER
ENGINE
Model
MTU OM 934 LA
Power output (ECE)
170 kw (228 bhp)
Max. torque
900 Nm (664 lb/ft) @ 1,200 - 1,600 rpm
Displacement
5.1 liters
Layout
In line 4 cylinder, direct
injection, Common Rail
Exhaust emission standard
Stage IV / EPA Tier 4 final
Emission regulation type
SCR
Fuel tank capacity without
150 liters (39.6 gal)
auxiliary tank
DEF tank capacity
40 liters (10.5 gal)

TRANSMISSION
Transmission
Drive pump
Traction drive

Rexroth hydrostatic, infinitely variable
Rexroth
Rexroth

A 2,770 mm (109 in)
B 2,930 mm (115 in)
C 1,820 mm (71.65 in)

4 hydraulic circuits with quick
“breakaway” couplers
Solid rubber wheels - 552 mm (21.73 in)
Mechanical suspension

BLADE
2.8 Standard blade
3.1 Standard blade
3.1 MASTER blade

OPTIONS
Comfort operator seat (Heated + Air cushioned)
Full passenger seat (with suspension)
Steering levers
Air conditioning
Heated wipers
Full-LED lighting (+ 4 working ligths on mirror supports)
Brushguard
Rear view camera
Auxiliary fuel tank - 125 liters (33 gal)
Floating position function on blade

TRACKS
2.5 Steel tracks - Width: 890 mm (35 in)
2.5 Rubber tracks - Width: 775 mm (30 in)
2.8 Steel tracks - Width: 1,010 mm (39 in)
2.8 Rubber tracks - Width: 995 mm (37 in)
3.1 Aluminum tracks - Width: 1,165 mm (45 in)

D 2.5 Steel tracks: 2,585 mm (101 in)

E 2 .8 Standard blade: Open 3,250 mm (128 in) / Closed 2,720 mm (107 in)

2.5 Rubber tracks: 2,595 mm (102 in)
2.8 Steel tracks: 2,860 mm (113 in)
2.8 Rubber tracks: 2,775 mm (109 in)
3.1 Aluminum tracks: 3,180 mm (125 in)

3.1 Standard blade: Open 3,650 mm (143 in) / Closed 3,000 mm (118 in)
3.1 MASTER blade: O
 pen 3,860 mm (152 in) / Closed 3,200 mm (126 in)

PERFORMANCE
Maximum speed
Turning radius
Payload on rear deck

21 km/h (13 mph)
0 degree turn
1,000 kg (2,204 lb)

Model
Caterpillar C9.3
Power output (ECE)
298 kW (400 bhp)
Max. torque
1,726 Nm (1,273 lb/ft) @ 1,400 rpm
Displacement
9.3 liters
Layout
In line 6 cylinder, direct
injection, Common Rail
Exhaust emission standard
Stage IV/Tier 4 final
Emission regulation type
SCR + DPF
Fuel tank capacity without
266 liters (70 gal)
auxiliary tank
DEF tank capacity
27 liters (7 gal)

4 hydraulic circuits with quick
“breakaway” couplers
Solid rubber wheels
Suspension: Two Front wheels mounted on
cranking arms and steel torsion bar, height
wheels on walking beams mounted on cranking
arms and heavy duty rubber torsion blocks

BLADE
OPTIONS

MASTER blade

TRACKS

TRANSMISSION
Rexroth hydrostatic, infinitely variable
Rexroth
Lohman

A 3,008 mm (118.5 in)
B 2,930 mm (115 in)

*For 3.1 MASTER blade

Track type
58” Steel tracks - Width: 1,473 mm (58 in)
66” Steel tracks - Width: 1,676 mm (66 in)
66” Aluminum tracks - Width: 1,676 mm (66 in)

E Open: 5,360 mm (211 in) / Closed: 4,510 mm (177 in)

66” Steel tracks: 4,216 mm (166 in)
66” Alu tracks: 4,216 mm (166 in)

F Open 6,062 mm (239 in) / Closed: 6,712 mm (264 in)

B

closed

open

Brushguard
Rear view camera
Auxiliary fuel tank - 130 liters (34 gal)
Cargo deck - 1.25 m² (13.5 ft2) / 1,000 kg (2,204 lb)

D 58” Steel tracks: 3,810 mm (150 in)

B

E
A

E

C
D

Operator seat (left drive with air suspension,
height adjustment)
Passenger seat (full size)
Storage box
Monitor with 8.4 inch color display
Steering levers
PRINOTH Joystick with easy access switches
for rear implements
Heated windows & wipers
Sunroof
Electrically adjustable heated mirrors
Hydraulically tiltable cabin
CD Player, MP3/WMA player, USB (MP3 and WMA)
Bluetooth
Mobile hands-free speakerphone
AUX -input at the front, DAB, DAB+,DMB, RDS
ROPS certified

C 2,350 mm (92.5 in)

F O pen: 4,065 mm (230 in) / Closed: 5,970 mm (235 in)

A

CABIN

Hydraulic track tensioning
On-board diagnostics
Multiple operator profiles
Rear alarm
ECS (Electronic Climate System)
Engine heater

OTHER

ENGINE

Transmission
Drive pump
Traction drive

INCLUDED FUNCTIONS

closed

Overall length (blade open)
Overall height
Working width

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

open

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

BISON – TECHNICAL DATA

open

F

closed

C
D

open

F

closed

www.prinoth.com

PRINOTH AG
Brennerstraße 34
39049 Sterzing (BZ)
ITALY
Tel. +39 0472 72 26 22
Fax +39 0472 72 26 18
prinoth@prinoth.com

PRINOTH AG
Gemmistrasse 45
3970 Salgesch
SWITZERLAND
Tel. +41 27 456 26 56
Fax +41 27 456 47 00
info@prinoth.ch

PRINOTH GmbH
Michael-Seeber-Straße 1
6410 Telfs
AUSTRIA
Tel. +43 526 262 121
Fax +43 526 262 123 160
prinoth.austria@prinoth.com

PRINOTH AB
Hantverksvägen
78064 Lima
SWEDEN
Tel. +46 280 266 10
info@prinoth.se

PRINOTH S.A.S.
5, Rue Galilée Alpespace B.P. 62
73802 Montmelian, Cedex
FRANCE
Tel. +33 479 84 76 76
Fax +33 479 84 76 77
prinoth.france@prinoth.com

PRINOTH Ltd
1001, J.-A. Bombardier Street
Granby Qc J2J 1E9
CANADA
Tel. +1 450 776 3663
Fax +1 450 776 3685
prinoth.canada@prinoth.com

PRINOTH LLC
2746 Seeber Drive Bldg B
Grand Junction, CO 81506
USA
Tel. +1 970 242 7150
Fax +1 970 241 6722
prinoth.us@prinoth.com

PRINOTH sp. z o.o.
ul. Zdrojowa 49
33-300 Nowy Sacz
POLAND
Tel. +48 519 539 001
prinoth.polska@prinoth.com

